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The 8 Extraordinary Meridians are the Creators of the 12 Ordinary 
Meridians

The  8 extraordinary meridians affect the 12 ordinary meridans, and not the other way around. The 8 
are the creators of the 12.  Yet, when  the 12 are blocked by emotions, then the 8 extraordinary channels 
are inactive, and we are unable to refine our experience of life and unable to fertilize our dreams--we 
are then locked into the repetitive cycles of linear change in a life of struggle and disappointment. 

The 12 OMs are the rivers of our life that we journey upon. The Lemurian angels have described them 
as the "rivers of filth" due to the polluting emotions and memories that bind up to decay. They have 
acted as gatekeepers of the matrix, binding us to illusion through holding memory as pollutants that 
seep into the moment unfolding. Yet when they clear and  the 8 extraordinaries activate and flow into 
them perpetual resources from the reservoirs of Source, life becomes magical. 

When we have mastered life in the vertical beyond the mirrors and so are living the 12 
god/goddess archetypes, the 13th activates and together the portal of the High Heart opens.  It is 
then that the powers of the 8 EMs can start to flow through the 12 OMs. The 12 and 8 then 
begin to operate as a unified field, and together, they form a 'womb as a field of manifestation 
through hormonal messages'1—that becomes the new way in which we manifest.  

The 12 and 8 operate as one...and the 20 god and goddess archetype pairs activate as powers of 
our evolved awareness that translate into pheromonal secretions...all this we are unfolding 
through the power of the runes that fill in the gaps in our bodies...

With pheromones, you no longer need search for Infinite Intent because life automatically 
manifest Infinite's will through the pheromones. You will feel it in you and see it around you—
it is automatic—you do not will pheromones to be secreted. It happens through refinement of 
awareness, perspective, and attitude. This is why we steep in lofty tones and insights: because 
they bring refinement. Refinement brings self-appreciation and appreciation of life, and this 
causes ignition of higher faculties and greater power.2..
 
An angel pointed out at the Shamanic Retreat (2014) that innocence is not 
harmlessness....Innocence needs wisdom of the moment applied—and that is where the 12 
tones of harmlessness come in...We need innocence to access true sexual power, yet we need 
the wisdom of the moment applied, which happens through being completely harmless. Divine 
Compassion is the deepest level of wisdom of the moment applied that is steeped in the 
understanding that there is only one relationship, and that is the one with the source of our 

1 Alime at Shamanic 2014
2 “Recognition is ignition” Jodie Carter
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existence. When you know you are All and all is within,  you become incorruptible.  

It is then that 3

1. The cell metamorphoses – nucleus enlarges, and memory held between nucleus and 
membrane erases and cell membrane thins..so the Infinite Intent as communicated to the 
enlarged cell is transmitted to environment. You become a conduit of communication of 
Infinite Intent to the body and the environment.

Body then is under the agency of Inf Intent rather than under the tyranny of  mind and 
the heart that are at war with one another. That accelerates body healing, and clears the 
organs distorted frequencies...enabling you to express a real environment.

2. Neutrinos are produced, which heal broken building blocks – that are the result of the 
distortions of the directions and their mirrors. Each subpersonality of the old cosmos 
relates to a building block that has been split. Neutrinos heal this...and when all blocks 
are healed...their higher expression becomes part of unified field.

3. We manifest from a field of Intent rather than from clustering building blocks.

“12 meridians are purifying rivers of body, soul, and spirit, and through harmlessness we heal the 
phases of linear change and they become tools of immortality, incorruptibility and regeneration.”

When the 12 carry out the song of harmlessness from the 8 EMs, then a womb is formed that is  
a field of manifestation that is translated as higher hormonal messages. 

These higher hormones are the pheromones that have all the elements of White Magic of the 
Mother: coding, scent, and tone.

Pheromones and our sexual power are connected. The 12 OMs flow our sexual power...they 
receive the song of fertility from the 8 EMs, and they manifest from sexual power. 
Almine has described our sexuality as being “the celebration of self, the constant 
awareness of the potency of our being that exudes as the sun does its light or the 
rose does its fragrance .”  

Of the human hormones, she has said,  “old hormones (when gap of cause and effect) create 
chains that stick to one another..that is what programs do...and manifest as boundaries and 

3 Crimea audios
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structures. Pheromones are beyond polarity and so beyond the atomic level of building blocks.

We've thought of hormones as driving our sexual evolution through life (puberty, childbearing, 
menopause...) but really that is the 'tail wagging the dog'. The higher hormones drive our 
'sexual evolution' or power to manifest...and it evolves the vehicle of embodiment and the 
greater body of the environment in tandem. We lift up all realms as we evolve though sexual 
potency. The pheromone is the orgasmic ignition of beholder and beheld in recognition...it is 
the byproduct of this.....it only happens in the paradox...which only happens in profound 
humility, where you become the gateway of the unfathomable.
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